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Cord threatened with suit
by Anne Welwood
News Editor
The Cord Weekly has been
threatened with a law suit for
printing allegedly libelous state-
ments in the September 19, 1969
issue.
The problem centres around the
question of Waterloo Lutheran
accepting membership in the Stu-
dent Consumer Association, and
possibly Trans-Canada Student
Services. Proposals regarding
these organizations were put be-
fore the Students' Administrative
Council September 25. The deci-
sion will be based on the findings
of a committee setup by SAC
after the motions were shelved al
the meeting.
The Student Consumer Associa-
tion is an organization seeking to
offer student services to Canadian
universities at better rales than
are presently available. It is in-
terested in finding a company
able to provide services such as
national advertising, personnel
placement, and block booking. Al-
so, through SCA, co-operatives
would be set up to look into stu-
deni housing, food, and gas rates
One company which is extreme-
ly anxious to deal with SCA is
the Trans-Canada Student Servi-
ces TCSS is the idea of Matt Hud-
son, who canvassed Canadian uni-
versities earlier in the year. At
that time he was asked by SCA's
President, Lauren Marshall to in-
quire as to interest in a non-poli-
tical student union to be called
the Student Consumer Associa-
tion.
Miss Marshall was interested in
organizing a union of universities
interested in the economic aspect
of student life, rather than poli-
tics such as was the Canadian
Union of Students and later the
Ontario Union of Students.
As the SCA became more of a
reality, Miss Marshall informed
the Cord there was no connection
whatever between SCA and TCSS,
despite the fact Hudson is Presi-
dent of TCSS and Executive Sec-
retary of SCA. and despite the
fact both organizations have the
same address. It should also be
remembered the SCA. is only a
loose affiliation of a few individ-
uals from various universities in
no way officially representing
these universities and whose only
bond see'lis to be a loyalty to
Trans-Canada Student Services.
When the idea of accepting SCA
and possibly TCSS was presented
to council, certain members on
Council began investigations on
these organizations. Based on
what information was at that time
available, certain statements ap-
peared in the Cord. Although
there was information at that
time which might substantiate
these statements, they were not
made public.
The Cord came out Friday after-
noon at approximately 2:00 p.m.
Monday morning Hudson's law-
yers phoned SAC president Lau-
ren Marshall to inform Bob Pur-
don, SAC Treasurer, Anne Wel-
wood. News Editor, and Roger
Sutton, Chairman of the Board of
Publications action would be tak-
en if retractions were not printed
in the next edition of the Cord.
At that time there was no con-
Sheriffs representative S. M, Dennisioti serves
notice of writ to SAC treasurer Bob Purdon
SAC calls referendum on new SUB
Student's Administrative Coun-
cil, last night, called a l-eferen-
dura on the subject of a new
student building for WLU. In
order for the student centre to
be built, a raise of $5.00 in stu-
dent fees is necessary, beginning
next year, The vote will be held
on two days, Oct. 15 and 16.
The original approved cost of
the building was $550,175, how-
ever, after tenders were called,
the lowest bid was $619,569, sub-
mitted by William Wolfe Con-
struction Ltd. This added cost is
to be absorbed by the increased
equity in the old SUB and a gift
from the administration of
$31,800.
President Peters, in a letter to
SAC president Lauren Marshall,
explained this major gift as being
in the spirit of co-operation which
exists between the students and
administration of WLU. There
are no strings attached to the
gift.
The increase in fees is neces-
sary for the operation of the
new buildings. Originally an in-
crease of $6.92 had been forecast,
but, over the summer, this has
been reduced to the present
$5.00. In addition, there will be
income from other sources such
as the alumni gifts, private con-
tributions. and income from the
revenue earning areas such as
the billiard tables and snack bar.
The signing of the contract for
the construction of the student
centre is conditional upon the re-
ferendum being approved by the
student body. The contractor is
ready and waiting to begin how-
ever the contract must be signed
by Oct. 24. If it is not signed by
this time, the contract will cease
to exist and the building will
have to be retendered, causing
delays and a much higher con-
struction cost.
In an interview with the Cord.
Dean of Students, Fred Nichols,
outlined plans for the new build-
ing The student centre will be
built in two stages, the first of
which is slated to be completed
by next summer and ready for
use next September. It will con-
sist of the top floor and second
floor of the building. The top
floor of the centre will house a
ballroom and terrace equal in
size to the Theatre-Auditorium,
an adjoining TV lounge with a
fireplace, and a quiet lounge.
Also included on this floor will
be coat-check, powder room and
bar facilities. Tbe second floor
will contain student offices and
a recreation area with billiards
and table-tennis. A browsing lib-
rary
and additional lounge space
will be provided on this floor. A
tuck shop is also included in the
plans for the first stage.
The second stage, hopefully to
be built within two or three
years will include a snack bar
and complete student mail ser-
vices. In addition, Dean Nichols
hopes that underground parking
facilities can be provided in the
student centre.
A $30,000 budget has been
given to SUBOG with which to
provide furnishings for the new
building. The furniture from the
present SUB will also be moved
to the new student centre. When
it is vacated, the old Student
Union Building will be converted
into a Health Services Centre for
WLU students.
Poor turn-out fur SAC by-election
One senior student, one sopho-
more, and one freshman were
elected to SAC, Wednesday, by a
very meagre turn-out of arcs stu-
dents. Only 535 ballots were east
of which 39 or 7.3% were spoiled.
Phil Nicol, with 220 votes, was
the senior elected Becki Voigts
is the new sophomore on council.
She gained 369 votes, more than
any other candidate, while Darrel
Tschirhart gained 217 votes for a
close third io obtain the final
council position. Frank Cleare
and George Little, the Young So-
cialist Candidates gained a total
of 170 votes between them, only
22 more than Robert Ewing, the
fourth place finisher. Gerhard
Schachner was disqualified when
it was discovered he is enrolled
in honors economics and is hence
a member of the School of Busi-
ness and Economics.
Miss Voigts won her position
with a campaign platform based
on promising to make her voice
heard on council and to see that
council was more than just "a
pencil and paper organization."
Mr. Nichol's platform was based
on student involvement. His an-
swer to student apathy is to in-
vite the new students into the
group to give them more enthusi-
asm and hustle.
Mr. Tsehirhart ran on a three-
fold platform based on getting
liquor on campus, a full-time doc-
tor on campus, and increased stu-
dent involvement. Mr. Tsehirhart
suggested that the cost of a full-
time doctor could be shared be-
tween WLU and Uni-Wat
SAC BY ELECTION RESULTS
B. Voiyts 369
P. Nichot 220
D. Tsehirhart 217
R. Ewing 148
G. Little 87
F. Cleare 83
TOTAL BALLOTS CAST 535
NO. SPOILED 39
— 7.2%
Qn!y 535 sty dents voted Wednesday,
Thirty-mine spoiled their ballots
SFU students exorcise Strand
BURNABY (CUP)—A group of
50 chanting, incense-burning stu-
dents from the English depart-
ment at Simon Eraser University
Monday marched into the admin-
istration building to "exorcise
the devil" out of it.
In this case, the devil was ad-
ministration president Kenneth
Strand who. by refusing to nego-
tiate with the university's strik-
ing department of political
science, sociology and anthropo-
logy by 12:30 p.m. Monday, gua-
ranteed that at least some of the
English department's students
would join the PSA department
and students from the history
department on strike.
Meanwhile, following Strand's
suspension on October 3 of nine
PSA professors for failing to
teach regular classes in the ap-
proved manner, SFU student
society president Norm Wiek-
strom called for a meeting of the
joint faculty council for Wednes-
day.
The council is the second most
powerful body on the campus, af-
ter the board of governors. Wiek-
strom was forced to collect the
signatures of one-eighth of the
members of the council to hold
the meeting, because Strand re-
fused to £all one
The meeting will discuss the
crisis within the university, and
attempt to decide a policy on the
continuing strike of PSA and the
continuing refusal of the SFU
administration to discuss the
crisis.
The nine faculty members will
not be allowed to vote at the
meeting.
The strike by PSA is now in
its twelfth day; students and ta-
citSty demand the administration
show a willingness to negotiate
over the abolition of an adminis-
trative trusteeship over the de-
partment, restoration of tenure
and promotions to PSA faculty
who were fired, demoted or plac.
Ed on probation by the adminis-
tration and recognition of tine
department's total student-parity
structure.
(Continued on page 3)
Off the cuff
by Ludwig von Ichabod
What is in a name?
What is to identify a face?
A face i love,
A name i whisper madly
on lonely nights,
Calling you, you my love.
—G. Engkent
Disregarding the overtly romantic notion of this candorous minor
poet who has as much talent as a sledgehammer, and whose poem
leaves much to be desired, because it does not convey the sentiment
of your favourite columnist, the poem did, however, stimulate my
fertile mind to write something about names and faces, and how
they are inseparable to a person.
It is a fact that people love their own names. The sweetest thing
a person likes to hear is his name; it is reasonable to assume that
a person is so vain that in his spare time of sheer boredom, he
would idly write his name over and over again—just to see it on
print. His name is important to him, for a name identifies the face,
and of course, vice versa. A reputation is also connected with a
name. Isn't there the old saying about having a good name, un-
blemished, so a person can hold his head high? A name can be
almost everything; it is something that one carries with him all
his life. This is why your favourite columnist is intrigued by She
way people use their names.
Let us take, for example, two names: Elizabeth and Robert. Each
name has a large number of diminuitives that a person prefers to
use. Elizabeth, for instance, has diminuitives such as: Lisabeth, Liz,
Betsy, Beth, Betty, etc. just to name the common ones. The same
goes for Robert: Rob. Bob, Bobby, Bert, etc. There are enough names
here to illustrate my point.
Being a polysyllabic word, Elizabeth immediately strikes me as
an aristocratic usage. There is an air of haughtiness about the
name when one has to trip over his tongue to say the name cor-
rectly. It sounds 100 formal. Lizabeth has an artistic tone, achieved
by merely dropping the E. Immediately, the impression of her is
individuality, because she is defying the rigid spelling of the name.
She is the fashion model type, with a flair for glamour. Liz brings
to mind a very strong willed personality; the eurtness of Ihe word
shows she is business like, an objective-realist of the situation; also
she tends to assert herself, reflecting a touch of aggressiveness that
is lacking in the other forms. Betsy sounds more like the little girl
type who is inhibited. She does not want to become a Liz, or any of
the ones mentioned above. She is cute, not a tease, but a bit gamin.
Spontaneity with hesitancy describes her. Beth is the home-grown,
the girl a guy wants as a mother for his kids. Reliable, rational
and conservative; she may have radical ideals but deep down, her
personality is centred around a husband and a home. And Betty.
Now she is the all round girl; she is the swinger. A lot can be
said about her; she is the culmination of everything. And she is
really hard to describe, because it is so often used as a diminutive
Now for Robert; that name has the impact of stuffiness, rigidity.
He has the impression of dominance more than aggressiveness, while
a Rob contains the tight-fisted masculine aggressiveness. A Robert
sounds haughty: a Rob creates self-confidence; he is a powerhouse;
the go-getter dike a Liz). Bert is masculine, because of the very
nature of its eurtness, but he seems to be more congenial although
Still aggressive. He can be better liked than a Rob. A Bob is hard
to describe, mainly because of its frequent usage, but the touch of
aimiability comes to mind. He is like the Betty type. Now for dimi-
nutives such as Robbie, or Bobby, these spellings tend to tone
down whatever strong character the person has. He is using extra
syllables in his name as a blind to hide strong characteristics by
toning it down (something like watered-down 90 proof rum; after
a while you still get the effect from drinking it).
A person who changes his name, or changes the spelling is
trying to change his personality as well. People try to suit their
name to the person he wants to be—or tries to be. There are no
two ways about it.
Just for laughs, try to picture the names and faces of your friends
(that is if you have any friends!). You may find that he/she suits the
name. No other name can ever be suitable for his/her personality.
Now here comes my qualifier: your beloved columnist is overly
generalizing in his theory, because everyone is an individual at
heart. But then, people like to categorize everything and anything.
I plead guilty to this weakness of human character. However, 1 hope,
that this column has stimulated you to think—mainly because you all
haven't been thinking enough for the past five weeks! But if you
think your gracious columnist is wrong about anything, write to
me. Hand it in to the Cord office—l want to laugh when I see your
spelling errors and grammatical mistakes, and of course, your puny
ideas. I just might comment on your illiteracy.
Your handsome columnist will return next week and talk about
all your hang ups. Albyssinia!
Ottawacouncilchargesadmin
OTTAWA (CUP)—The sludcnt
council at the University of Ot-
tawa has charged that the uni-
versity's administration is ac-
tively working to undermine the
campus student union, even
though the administration still
claims to support it.
In a statement issued Friday,
the student council executive
said the administration "is ac-
tually seeking in sometimes more
than a covert way to undermine
and weaken" student government
on campus, by actively encour-
aging students to withdraw from
Ihe U of O union.
A clause in the union con-
stitution permits individual stu-
dents to opt out of the union by
presenting an uffadavit declaring
their wish to do so, and student
councillors say administrators
have gone so far as to prepare
withdrawal forms and arrange
for a notary public in the faculty
of education to expedite "well
over 300 withdrawals" from the
union.
The U of O administration
also refused to make the pay-
ment of union fees a prerequis-
ite for university registration:
the standard method of fee col-
lection for most student unions.
Forms were provided at regis-
tration as a waiver for those who
refused to pay student union
fees.
"The basic occasion for a uni-
versity administration to demon-
strate its endorsement of stu-
dent government, namely the col-
lection of its fees, was used as
an opportunity to facilitate an
attempt to break down union
solidarity," council said.
Administrative sub version,
council said, is due to the suc-
cess of the union at receiving
student support for moderate
change at the university.
"It is conceivable," council
said, "that (he University of Ot-
tawa administration is intimi-
dated by our moderation. One
might observe that it is diffiCuu
to ignore reasonable cries for
needed change."
The administration's
attack
they said, might be calculated to
"lead our student
executive to
less reasonable
approaches
which are more easily discredit'
ed."
The council also announced the
creation of a task force to
exam-
ine the structure of student
government on campus, which
would report by January 1970 "at
the latest."
The force would "analyse the
question of whether or not the
student union should be than-
ged, retained, or abolished."
Just as the administration
must make changes 1o make
their structures relevant,
so
must we challenge the tradition,
a) role of our student union
as a
pressure group, to isolate
new
answers, directly suited to the
problems we face," council said.
Young Capitalist Society formed
The WLU capitalists have unit-
ed to fight the encroachment of
the Socialist dragon on campus.
Since its formation the organiza-
tion's growth has been reported
as being phenomenal.
Laurie Sleith, board member
with portfolio traced the group's
development for the Cord Week-
ly. Mr. Sleith staled that, the
Young Capitalists $oeietv. as they
call themselves, was first con-
ceived by a small but sincere
group of student capitalists at
high noon on October 2, "to give
the radicals a rough time."
Mr. Sleith went on to say that
the group had YC$ buttons made
lip that day and then proceeded
to pub night. Mr. Sleith stated
that the pub was a "typically
bourgeios capitalist place to be"
and after all "how many social-
ists do you meet at the pub."
At the pub many students who
were "uptight about the radicals
and them giving the students a
bad name'" made serious inquiries
about the YCS. Since then mem-
bership has mushroomed and the
YCS has ordered 250 membership
buttons which may be picked up
from Mr. SJeith in the office of
the president of SAC for the mem-
bership fee of $1.00.
Besides "giving the radicals a
rough time" the aims of the club
are to make an attempt to give
the student a better image" by
bringing in "conservative-liberal
speakers."
Mr. Sleith refused to comment
on the rumour that the $1.00 mem-
bership would earn a 25 cent divi-
dend by the end of the school
year.
No charges laid
SARNIA (CUP)—A Michigan
woman who ran a student block-
ade at. Sarnias Bluewater Bridge
Wednesday (October .1), injuring
two students, wi ) 1 not be
charged.
The woman. Mrs. Helen Alber-
ta McMcehen. t>6, of Port Huron,
Mich., ran through a blockade by
1.000 students from London and
Sarnia, Ont.. protesting against
Thursday's nuclear blast in the
Aleutians.
Lambton County Crown attor-
ney S. A. K. Logan made the
decision not to charge her Friday
after viewing a film of the ac-
tion.
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sideration by the Cord Staff of
making a retraction. Nevertheless,
Tuesday morning the Chevron re-
ceived a mimeographed copy of
a tetter written by Lauren Mar-
Shall in her capacity of Student
Consumer Association Vice-Chair-
man. The letter, which announced
a press conference following the
expected retraction, was also sent
to several Ontario universities
and community colleges.
This letter apparently was pre-
pared at SCA and TCSS headquar-
ters in Toronto and Miss Mar-
shall's name was signed by Hud-
son's secretary. Miss Marshall is
truly a remarkable girl. In all the
rush of the suits on Monday, to
prepare such a statement
and get
it off to Toronto so it could be in
the Chevron office early Tuesday
morning; if indeed it was pre-
pared on Monday.
As can be seen, the press eon-
ference on the following Monday
was
to coincide with the Cord's
Supposed retraction By the way,
there wasn't any retraction.
Meanwhile, Miss Marshall grac-
iously accompanied Miss
Wel-
wood. Mr. Sutton and Mr. Purdon
to a lawyer of her own choice,
who incidentally had approved
Hudson's contracts with regard to
the university. The lawyer imme-
diately wrote a retraction, saying
this was the only possible course.
This was to the entire satisfac-
tion of Miss Marshall and the
complete dissatisfaction of the
others.
The principals involved in the
suit, excluding Miss Marshall, saw
a lawyer of their own choice, Mr.
Richard Hobson. Mr. Hobson put
aside the first retraction as com-
pletely unsatisfactory and sug-
gested a more cautious view of
the whole incident. Any consider-
ation of retraction at that time
was indefinitely postponed. Call
for retraction could be regarded
as a lever to encourage Cord sup-
port of the Student Consumer
Association. Meanwhile, Lauren
Marshall requested retractions
typed and on her desk Wednes-
day.
Finally, official notification of
writs possibly being served was
delivered by the sherriff's offi-
cer. Initially, Roger Sutton, Anne
Welwood. and Bob Purdon were
the only principals being sued.
But now the Cord Weekly; Philip
Attkins. editor-in-Chief: Anne
Welwood, News Editor; Robert
Purdon. SAC's Treasurer; Fairway
Press: and also Lauren Marshall
were named.
Also, Miss Marshall reported to
the Cord the following universi-
ties had joined one or the other
of SCA and TCSS.
University of New Brunswick
Loyola
Sir George Williams
Erindale College
Osgoode Hall Law School
Brock University
Centennial College
Sheridan College
She said the executives of the
following univeristies had approv-
ed joining:
York
McGill
Seneca College
and the University of Calgary and
the University of Toronto said
'no.'
The Cord, by officially contact-
ing all the above mentioned,
found the following:
a) Only Sir George Williams
signed with TCSS.
b) The others had no intention
of joining without more de-
tailed information.
c) Brock joined SCA bul the
Students' council President
assured the Cord they have
no intentions of joining
TCSS in the near future.
d) York, McGill and Seneca
have not had any executive
approval—merely discussion.
They are weeks away from
formal Council presenta-
tions.
Matthew Hudson explains TCSS at SAC meeting
TEXT OF LETTER SENT TO UNIVERSITY PAPERS
Monday, September 22, 1969.
Bear Sir:
The existence of the Student
Consumer Association is a direct
result of efforts made by a num-
ber of students to provide servi-
ces for their fellow students, and
even though it is a non-profit,
non-political organization, never-
theless it has been subject to a
number of recent articles in a
Student newspaper, which articles
were at best non-factual and at
worst resorted to personal attacks
on a member of one of the pro-
fessions who has most generously
spent many hours of his own
time, on a volunteer basis, work-
ing for the Student Consumer As-
sociation Although it is expected
thaf a full retraction and apology
wiill be printed by the above men-
tioned campus newspaper, yet
damage has been done, first of
alt to an innocent person's re-
putation, and second of all to the
reputation generally of all stu-
dent newspapers.
In order to avoid any repetition
of this type of incident, the Exe-
cutive Committee of the Student
Consumer Association respectfully
invite you to send a representa-
tive to a Press Conference to be
held at 51 Prince Arthur Avenue.
Toronto (second floor). This loca-
tion is 1 block north of Varsity
Stadium and Y-> block to the west.
The conference is to be held Mon-
day, September 29 at 3:30 in the
afternoon At that time complete
disclosure will be made of all de-
tails concerning the Association
and any questions you may have
will be answered.
We would be most pleased if
you would inform us
in advance
if you will be sending a repre-
sentative. so that we may make
appropriate arrangements for the
correct number of people. Please
call Mrs. Grace Benzon at our
number.
Yours truly.
Miss Lauren Marshall
Vice-Chairman
Where the Universities stand on SCA
Where The Universities In Ontario Stand
U. of Western Ontario—have formally re-
jected any dealings (with Hudson) as of 2
weeks ago.
U. of Windsor—have rejected any dealings
with Hudson although they are still being pes-
tered with tetters asking them to reconsider.
U. of Waterloo—' The only thing that we are
seriously considering re T.C.S.S. is its complete
rejection" President of Student Council Tom
Patterson.
U. of Toronto—are sceptical of total scheme
and formally rejected Placement Services and
National Advertising.
U. of Guelph—will have nothing to do with
Hudson.
Carleton University—did own credit check oft
Hudson and rejected total scheme.
Queens —have no intention of joining and re-
commends complete rejection.
McGill—approcahed first in July, they are
discussing it but as yet have not executive
approval, "It's a toss-up" according to President
Julius Grey of Students' Council.
Qsgoode Hall Law School—have only execu-
tive approval but they will CONSIDER joining
T.C.S.S. (as of Wednesday 10:00 a.m.): have
signed nothing and the intentions of signing
seem very remote.
York University—sympathetically listened to
Hudson's proposals. The executive has given no
formal approval and have no intention of sign
ing up in the near future.-Pres. Paul Carter-
York University.
Sheridan College—have not signed anything;
are only on the verge of starting to consider,
not necessarily approve Hudson's proposals.
Centennial College—have not signed up and
know little of the total scheme.
Seneca College—have been approached by-
Hudson. Their executive have not even ap-
proved plans to discuss Hudson's proposals let
alone signed up.
Loyola—have not signed.
Erindale College—were about to sign but
have since reconsidered and are presently un-
signed. Also, they are awaiting a check by the
Better Business bureau.
Sir George Williams—have signed 3 con-
tracts with Hudson. You will remember that
Pres. William Schwartz of Sir George's Student
Council is also a vice-chairman of S C.A. THIS
IS THE ONLY UNIVERSITY, SIGNED.
Brock University—have joined the informal
organization of S.C.A. for interest's sake but
have not signed any contracts and don't intend
to do so in the near future.
Where The Universities in The West Stand
Universities of Winnipeg, Brandon, Regina,
Saskatoon, Lethbridge, Calgary, Edmonton,
U.B.C, and Victoria—according to EXT. V.P. at
C'arleton this plan has received a negative res-
ponse at the
above colleges also Miss Marshall
admits that U. of Calgary has formally rejected
the scheme.
Wh ere The Universities In The East Stand
—no universities in the East have signed ac-
cording to the editor of the "Brunswickian" and
the editor of the "Dalhousie Gazette". The latter
checked the following September 23rd. 1969,
and the following have sceptical and negative
responses to the scheme; U.N.8., Moncton, St.
Anne's College, Acadia, St. Mary's. Ml. St. Vin-
cent, Dalhousie, St. Francis Xavier, St. Francis,
Junior College in Syndey. Neither of the two
colleges in P.E.I have signed: The only uni-
versity seriously considering the scheme is
Memorial in St. John's. Nfld,
Toronto Symphony will appear at U. of W.
The University of Waterloo is
presenting the Toronto Symphony
Orchestra on October 18. Under
the direction of its new conductor
Karel Ancerl, the TSO wili per-
form works by Debussy. Dvorak
and Smetana.
In November of 1967 the Tor-
onto Daily Star's headline read
"CZECH MAESTRO ANCERL
M/VKES TORONTO SYMPHONY
HIS OWN." There are few conduc-
tors in the World who rival the
talents of Karel Ancerl
Born in 1908 in a small village
in Bohemia, he displayed an early
interest in music. The Chief Con
duHor of the Czech Philharmonic.
Vaclav Talich, was his teacher in
the master class of conducting in
Prague. He studied contemporary
music under Hermann Scherchen
in Munich, Germany, until the
outbreak of the Second World
War.
During the Nazi occupation of
bis country, this gifted young
man who had been a music direc-
tor for the Czech Broadcasting
System became first a woodcutter
and then art inmate of a concen-
tration camp. His entire family—
parents, wife and child—were
killed soon after his imprison-
ment However, he was able to
return to his work after the war.
Mr. Ancerl remarried and the
following years marked his rapid
climb to success. Returning to the
Czech Broadcasting System for a
short time, he conducted the
avant-garde "Fifth of May Opera."
famous for its unusual production
concepts and techniques. In 1948,
lie became (he principal conduc-
tor for the Czech Radio Symphony
Orchestra. Three years later, he
was engaged as Music Director
and Conductor of the Czech Phil-
harmonic. a post he retained for
seventeen years.
Mr. Ancerl made many guest
appearances with different or-
chestras during this time, includ
ing an engagement with the Tor-
onto Symphony in November,
1967.
When the news of the Russian
invasion of his country reached
him, he was conducting in the
United States He was able to get
his wife and two sons to Toronto
where they now live, and to suc-
ceed Sei.ji Ozawa as Music Direc-
tor and Conductor of Toronto
Sym phony.
The programme at the Univer-
sity of Waterloo begins at 8:30
p.m. with "Nocturnes: Nuages and
Fetes" bv Debussy. This is mood
music of elusive and sensitive
quality. After a short intermis-
sion. Symphony No. 6 in D Major
by Dvorak and "Wallenstein's
Camp." a symphonic poem by
Bedrich Smetana, will be present-
ed Both of these pieces reflect
the strong feelings of Bohemian
nationalism that both composers
felt
Admission ib $2,50, $2.00 and
$1.00.
Karel Ameer! will conduct the
Toronto Symphony at U of W October 18
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Oh what a tangled
web we weave...
"Oh what a tangled web we weave . .
Lauren Marsha)] seems to have gone to great lengths
to associate Waterloo Lutheran with the Student. Con-
sumer Association and the Trans-Canada Student Ser-
vices.
It is with this in mind that we are now wondering
why Matt Hudson would be interested in suing Lauren.
Let us consider the following:
Miss Marshall is TCSS' most avid supporter on campus
and also SCA's Vice-Chairman, the organization to hire
Matt Hudson.
Although Matt Hudson is not on the Cord mailing
list, he managed to get a copy of the paper in time to
give notice of writ early Monday morning. It would al-
most seem he had a Girl Friday working on campus.
Miss Marshall stenciled off notice of expected re-
fraction dated Monday, September 22 and sent the same
to student newspapers across Ontario. It would seem
to be the prerogative of the principals being sued to
make any announcements regarding retraction. At that
time, Miss Marshall was not a principal. By the way,
it was just by chance we received the letter from the
Chevron as Miss Marshall neglected to send a copy to
the Cord.
In questioning Miss Marshall as to why the Cord was
being threatened with suit when Stewart Saxe's (Presi-
dent of the Canadian University Press) article in the
House Organ was not considered libelous, she informed
the Cord he was being sued. This has been proven to
be completely false.
In the interests of TCSS and SCA Miss Marshall pur-
ported to have Students' Administrative Council support
which of course was completely wishful thinking.
Miss Marshall listed nine universities and colleges as
being officially affiliated with SCA and TCSS. Through
contact with all the named institutions, it was found only
two had signed with the Student Consumer Association
and one with Trans-Canada Student Services. Where did
she get her facts?
Of course there is a question of where Miss Marshall's
loyalty lies, with Waterloo Lutheran or the Student
Consumer Association and Trans-Canada Student Ser-
vices.
But considering her affiliation with SCA and TCSS,
the only possible conclusions we can reach as to why
Miss Marshall is now threatened with suit are;
Naming her might serve to clear her name and re-
lease some of the mounting pressure from
concerned
WLU students who are starting to ask questions, or
This move could serve to get her fingers in the pie,
at which point she is in a position to advise and act in
the interests of these two organizations, with regard to
having a retraction printed.
...
when first we practise
to deceive.
Vote'Yes' onSUBReferendum
Next Wednesday and Thursday the stu-
dents are being asked to ratify a five dol-
lar increase in their student: fees to sup-
port the building of a new student centre.
We wholeheartedly support, this project
and urge each student to vote "Yes" on tin
3
re fe rendu m.
The present SUB is hopelessly inade-
quate. This is obvious to anyone who
spends any time there. There are just no
facilities for the average student. The new
building will change this. It will contain
facilities for work (a study lounge and
student offices) or relaxing (billiards,
table tennis, lounges, TV, and a large ball-
room). In addition it will provide facilities
lor a much needed on-ea.nipus pub. These
benefits are worth much more than the
five dollar fee increase asked.
Unless this increase is approved next
week these plans, which are the result of
many years of work on ihe part of Dean
Nichols and successive student councils,
will fade into oblivion. It is up to you. the
students, to decide. What do you want—
a modern centre where you can meet,
work, and relax or an antiquated office
building which was obsolete from its very
conception ?
In short, vote "Yea" on Wednesday and
Thursday.
Turn-out at polls disappointing
Well Frosh. I hope you're proud of
yourselves. For a group who claims to have
a lot of spirit you sure didn't show much
of it at the polls on Wednesday. Only 535
of all the arts students at WLU felt that
the election of their representatives on
SAC was worth a few minutes of their
time needed to vote. Luckily, despite this
turnout, three people who seemed to be
responsible and have some knowledge of
the workings of the SAC have been elect-
ed. We hope that these people will be able
to represent the arts students well and
weather the storms of Madam Chairman.
There are two more elections scheduled
within the next two weeks; the student
centre referendum, and the vote for WLU's
queen. Let's hope that this supposed frosh
spirit is a little more evident and the turn-
out for these elections is a great deal high-
er than this week's.
forum
Massline
The CORD welcomes letters
from students, faculty and mem-
bers of the Administration, but
please remember these things:
All letters must include your
name, address, faculty and year
or position. Anonymous letters
will not be accepted, but we will
print a pseudonym if you
have
u good reason. The editors re-
serve the right to shorten lengthy
Utters. letters should be typed,
and submitted to the CORD of-
fice no later than Monday after-
noon.
Dear Sir:
Last Wednesday evening while
engaging in the usual sort of chit-
chat found in the Torque Room,
my companion and I were ap-
proached by a young lady ped-
dling the Special Student Issue
of "Mass Line," a communist
sponsored "Newsweekly of the
Proletariat." After politely telling
the girl that we were not inter-
ested in her paper or her move-
ment, we became involved with
her in a Socio-Political discussion
on the failings of the Capitalist
system and the merits of her so-
called "social state." One of the
girl's main points was how we
were being exploited by the
"beauroeratic Universities of the
West" and how we were complete-
ly brainwashed against her way
of thinking by them. We asked
(he girl whether or not she had
ever attended a University. Her
reply, and J quote: "Well I've
walked through the halls!" De-
l'inately a sound basis for her
above statements.
In any event, after invalidating
(Continued on page 5)
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her every argument, we received
a free copy of the paper from the
girl in the hope that it could ar-
gue where
she had failed A read-
ing of the contents soon revealed
that il could do no better.
For the benefit of those who
have not seen this publication, it
is filled wilh the usual sort of
propaganda generally associated
with this type of rag. Topics
range from the Evils of U.S. Im-
perialism to the plight
of the
western University student ex-
ploited on all sides by govern-
mental, social and industrial
pressure. It
also speaks of the
necessity of change. Change from
what? I will admit that ours is
not the perfect system but neither
is that found in Soviet Russia or
Czechoslovakia. Our own social
and racial problems certainly
wouldn't be solved by a switch in
Political ideologies unless by ex-
termination of the outsiders.
The girl countered that Russian
Communism is not the brand she
advocates as il is not pure Marx-
ism The fact is that her ideology
does not work. It was attempted
by Lenin immediately after the'
revolution and brought Russia to
near economic disaster.
So. in the tomes of Mass Line
—"Youth and Students Unite"—-
and oppose this kind of political
and social faggotry on our cam-
pus.
Jim Thompson.
Arts 112
Class Groups
Dear Editor:
This year has noted a marked
increase in class discussion
groups originating from the re-
cent student class evaluations. We
feel the use of this method does
not fulfill our expectations (in-
teresting" but not practical).
Discussion groups formed from
large classes are helpful, but the
information gleened from them
does not warrant the class time
spent We are getting the unlear-
ned ideas of the students rather
than the learned knowledge of
the professor. The topics are in-
teresting and warrant discussion
among students, however; they
seem sufficiently clear in the text
so as one with intelligence can
comprehend the topic on his own.
Therefore, one might question the
necessity of such discussions.
Since the University can appar-
ently not afford more instructors
so as to decrease the faculty stu-
dent ratio, we feel that the lec-
ture method is more efficient. We
also feel that they are the lesser
of two evils.
Discussions so far have clari-
fied all of the obvious and
brought to light the obscure.
Yours truly.
SOW (Students on Welfare)
Books in Review
By Jim MacDonald
"The French Lieutenant's
Woman" by John Fowles
"God is inconceivable, im
mortality is unbelievable, but
duty is peremptory and absolute,"
George Eliot. Or is it
0
May I,
the vulger book reviewer, attack
your sensibility, deceive you
(which can be done, after all. to
even the most discerning reader)
and laugh as you cry in anguish,
a lost soul estranged from exter-
nal humanity, contiguous only to
my terrible Minotaur? Who
is
John Fowles?—Please, continue
at your pleasure.
"The French Lieutenant's Wo-
man", which will be appearing
on the bookstands next month, is
an adventure in time and change,
in morality and hypocrisy, in in-
hibition and freedom—in fact, a
total examination (and excava-
tion) of a conundrum, the Vic-
torian Age. Paying homage (oh,
that word is overworked) to
Henry Fielding. Fowles becomes
the omniscient narrator, a god
who manipulates his characters
with paradoxiai wisdom and
even boasts that he is doing so
when he leaves the novel for a
moment to chat with us. The al-
lusion is retained throughout the
book both to authenticate the
time, its manners, setting, and
idiom, and to mock, with curious-
ly polite (and therefore, ironic)
metaphor, the nineteenth century
novel form itself
With magnificently obscure de-
tail the author exposes the Vic-
torian hypocrisy and stuffiness.
(Long live Lvtt Strachey) The
Victorians suffered from a soul-
body dichotomy, repression, the
strange idea that righteousness
is synonymous with suffering,
addiction to opium—especially
the ladies, the "social daggers"
of country life, ecclessiastical
dandyism, working class aliena-
tion (Thank you Marx), lack of
passion and imagination, and
various other maladies. Fowles
describes his patient and also
tries to explain him. But this is
done in a most unusual way, an
attempt at understanding through
an intuitive knowledge of the
facts. Each chapter has a number
of
epigraphs that explain, in
most cases poetically, the story
that follows. We conceive the
greatness and the errors of the
Victorians through the quotations
from Tennyson, Clough, Arnold,
Hardy, Marx, Darwin, and others,
then we are given the practical
demonstration to integrate this
conception with the perception
of imaginatively animated char-
acters. This intuitive process is
central to Fowles work because,
when he intrudes as himself, he
questions: "So perhaps I am
writing a transposed autobio-
graphy . . . Perhaps it is only a
game. Modern
women like Sarah
exist, and I have never under-
stood them
. .
.
we wish to
create worlds as real as. but
other than the world that is. Or
was
. .
.
Fiction is woven into
all
...
I find this new reality
(or unreality) more valid; . . .
Bui this is preposterous? A char-
acter is either 'real' or 'imagin-
ary"' If you think that, hvpocrite
lecteur. I can only smile."
What is the bloody story you
are wondering?. Very simple. A
young" gentleman, engaged by
contract to a lady of his class,
falls in love with the French
Lieutenant's Whore. Is she,
Sarah, as Charles' doctor tells
him. afflicted with melancholia
and addicted to suffering? (Fow-
les. in a footnote, recommends a
good book on actual cases of ab-
normal psychology). Is she play-
ing a sexual game with Charles
because of her hatred for men?
Is she an emancipated woman, a
symbol, like Sue Bridehead, of
the twentieth century's lust for
freedom. (John Stuart Mill init-
iated the feminine emancipation
in England, March 30, 1867). You
may have your choice, benign
reader, of either, or both, con-
clusions to the novel. Without
giving too much away, there is
a note on the dust cover of the
book which reads: "The author
and the publisher assure the
reader that there are no pagina-
tion errors in the final chpater
of this story."
To understand what is hap-
pening in this story, we must
realize that Fowles is taking a
metaphysical approach to his
material and is trying to find
fundamental truth and its conse-
quences. Much of his thought has
been illumined by Heraclitus
(and we can see Bergson), Sartre,
and Christ. From the first he ac-
cepts that all is change, a con-
tinual flux, but adds that life is
horizontal. "Time was the great
fallacy; existence was without
history, was always now . .
Sartre shows him that the great
human illusion is thinking that
reality is a road" on which one
can constantly see where one was
and where one probably will be
—instead of the truth: that time
is a room, a now so close to us
that we regularly fail to see it."
Charles "thinks Sartre" when he
feels the terror of freedom and
the resulting anxiety. He be-
lieves: "I am infinitely strange
to myself." Christ, for Charles,
(and Fowles) is a secular symbol.
The right purpose for Christian-
ity he thinks: . . was not to
celebrate this barbarous image,
not to maintain it on high be-
cause there was a useful profit—
the redemption of sins—.
.
.
but
to bring about a world in which
the hanging man could be des-
cended, could be seen not with
the rictus of agony on his face,
but the smiling peace of a vic-
tory brought about by. and in.
living men and women." The past,
and future judgments must be
rejected, afterlife destroys life
and freedom, and Christ must be.
not of another world, but of this
one—he must be "uncrucified".
A person must, for Fowles, grasp
intellectually and intuitively the
flow of life, realize his isolated,
difficult freedom, and live with
an altruistic committment in
love and in social relationships.
Whether
one agrees with the
author or not (and I most em-
phatically do not: neither with
his metaphysics, altruism, idea of
freedom, nor his selective Marx-
ism) it must be acknowledged
that he has written one of the
most startling and provocative
novels in a good many years.
John Fowles has become, through
only three novels, one of the
finest writers to-day and should
soon be classed with their excel-
lencies William Golding and
Graham Greene,
Ontario Profs seek pay hike
TORONTO (CUP) — Ontario's
6,500 university professors want
an average salary increase of 20
per cent—roughly $2,730 —for
the 1970-71 academic year.
Charles Hanl.y, executive vice-
chairman of the Ontario Confed-
eration of University Faculty As-
sociations (OC'UFA) said Satur-
day the average salary for On-
tario profes'sors and deans for
1908-69 was $13,659. OCUFA re-
presents the various faculty as-
sociations in negotiations with
the Ontario government.
Hanly, a U of T philosophy
professor, said the pay boost
"would have no effect on student
fees" OCUFA will not actively
solicit student support in get-
ting the hike, he added.
The per capita income in Can-
ada as of January, 1969, was
$2,075 per year.
SFU admin suspends profs
BURNABY (CUP)—The Simon
Fraser University administration
Friday (October 3) began dismis-
sal procedures against eight, of
11 striking professors from the
department of political science,
sociology and anthropology, and
placed the eight on suspension
until their firing is completed.
In a letter to each of the pro-
fessors, administration president
Kenneth Strand made good an ad-
ministration threat issued Sep-
tember 24, the day the PSA de-
partment went on strike, in an
effort to bring administrators to
the negotiating table and end an
administration trusteeship over
the department.
The eight professors arc depos-
ed department head Mordeeai
Breimberg, Kathleen Aberle. John
Leggett, Prudence Whceldon.
Louis Feldhammer, Nathan Pop
kin, David Potter and Saghir Ah-
med
All of the professors except
Ahmad were denied tenure, de-
moted or placed on probation bv
the administration tenure com-
mittee in late August, overturning
recommendations made by the de-
partment's own tenure commit-
tee, Ahmad, a visiting professor
in the PSA department, had
strongly supported PSA resist-
ance to the administration.
Strand and acting administra-
tion vice-president L. M. Srivast-
ava set a deadline of 5 p.m. Wed-
nesday for the professors to de-
clare that they would attend reg-
ularly scheduled classes and
teach course material as describ-
ed in the university calendar and
approved by the academic senate.
Failure to respond, they said,
would constitute ground for dis-
missal.
None of the striking faculty
responded.
The suspensions, according to
Strand, became effective at noon
Friday.
The professors were relieved of
all teaching and committee duties,
and lost all voting privileges "in
any decision-making body in the
university."
They are still eligible to draw
salary, and welfare and library
benefits—until their firing is
completed.
Strand also forbade the profes-
sors to "engage in any activity
that causes or may cause a dis-
ruption of the normal activities
of this university"—in effect, a
command to cease aiding or sup-
porting the nine-day-old PSA
strike,
According to Strand, the profes-
sors "abused the trust of those
students who enrolled and paid
for instruction" at SFl
r . and "who
now find their programs of stud-
ies disrupted and thwarted" by
their actions.
Course re-scheduling is parti-
cularly difficult at this time dur-
ing the university year. Strand
said, "and it may prove impossi-
ble to provide instruction in
these courses."
In an open letter to SFU stu-
dents issued today. Srivaslava
encouraged all students affected
by the PSA strike to apply for
course transfer if they desired.
"Every effort will be made to
accommodate transferring stu*
dents," he said.
Trent rejects CUS
PETERBOROUGH (CUP) —
There are still only 13 member-
unions in the Canadian Union of
Students, following a referendum
at Trent University October 2
Students at the 1.300-student
campus turned down the national
union by a vote of 415 to 954 fol-
lowing a largely perfunctory cam-
paign; student council president
John McQuade put it down to
complacency on the part of Trent
Students.
"The CUS referendum was de-
feated not because of the anti-
CUS campaign but because on the
Trent myth," he said. "The belief
held by the majority of students
and faculty that the Trent sys-
tem is in effect radically differ-
ent and qualitatively superior to
that of any other institution with-
in the Canadian educational sys-
tem."
Trent had never previously be-
longed to CUS.
CUS's record now stands at 1-1,
with the victory recorded at Sim
on Fraser University September
25 and 26
Crucial referenda for CUS will
take place at Carleton University
October 20 and at the University
of Toronto October 23. Success
in these two votes—particularly
the U of T ballolting—will prob-
ably determine the financial sur-
vival of the union.
Information On Legal
Aid For Students
If a student has been charged with an indictable offense
such as theft and plans to plead guilty, he should contact
the Legal Aid Secretary at the Courthouse, telephone No.
7434306 and ask for duty counsel, advising the Legal Aid
Secretary bhe time and date of his court appearance.
In minor civil matters (e.g. between student and house-
holder) contact the Legal Air Secretary above and request
Civil Duty Counsel. If the offense is more serious, they
should contact a lawyer and ask him to file a certificate
with the Legal Aid Office.
It is generally recommended that where divorce is involved,
students should postpone action until they are working and
able to pay for legal work.
If a person is not sure whether or mot they need legal
advice, they should consul! with the Dean of Students, Fred.
Nichols and the Dean will assist them,
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How children see the [Illegible]...
by Shan[Illegible]
Remember wlien life
.. .
Remember when life was young and simple?
Such as the life Dylan Thomas wrote about in ''Fern Hill".
That uncomplicated life of children appears in their pictures.
The world through the eyes of kids is happy, colorful, easy.
The drawings of these young artists are on display in the con-
course of the New Teaching Building this week. The ages range
from 5 to 15 years. The countries represented spread around the
world.
In the drawings there were no scenes of policemen beating
demonstrators over the head. Of people scattered over a battlefield,
or even of twisted torsos stretched in some erotic embrace.
Ami os I was green .
And as I was green and carefree, famous amoung the bams
About the happy yard and singing as the farm was home,
In the sun that is young once only,
Time let me play and be
Golden in the mercy of his means,
And green and golden I was huntsman and herdsman, the calves
Sang to my horn, the foxes on the hills barked clear and cold,
And the sabbath rang slowly
In the pebbles of the holy streams.
from "Fern Hill"
by Dylan Thomas
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Spiel by Shane Belknap
Stiff; not natural and easy; lacking grace; awkward
This is the closest definition of the way I felt after walking the
unbelievably long thirty miles on the March for Millions campaign
last Saturday. For at least two days after the endurance walk I
felt like a ninety-year-old cowboy stricken with every muscular
disease known. I suffered and suffered and suffered.
It was not until the night before the walk where I had talked
myself into the position, thinking I would knock off this simple
Conquest for charity in no time flat. Earlier in the week and up
to that night I had hoped to find some excuse in order to forget
about the walk. At times I had rationalized that this money for
Charity would not really get to the underpriviledged people but
instead go to the salaries of the workers in the designated organiza-
tions. Or that actually becoming involved by working for these
organizations would be a better way to show your concern than
walking a mere thirty miles. I put at the back of my mind the fact
that I was walking for a cause and instead decided to make it a
personal challenge. If thousands had done it before then why
can't I.
The gesture seemed simple. I would quickly write off the Walk
by the early afternoon, return home for a short rest, then celebrate
the feat that night. As it turned out I hobbled over the finish line
with the aid of two unreasonably long-winded girls at the late hour
of five o'clock. The girls had waltzed by me some four miles back
while I was sitting on the grass in a state of developing petrifi-
cation as I massaged my road-weary feet. Later that night I was
experiencing a total inflexibility in my legs, knees, ankles and feet.
Parts of the walk seemed to pass by very fast, whereas ai other
times it was much slower. The first few miles fell awkward but
Once my limbs had become oiled and my body had warmed up in
the early morning overcast coolness, the movements in my legs and
feet became relatively automatic. Time was enjoyable as we passed
through the pioneer village and park area with its sea of changing
leaves while on the other hand the two-mile checkpoints later in
the walk seemed eternal as we trudged along the Highway 85-Weber
Street part of the route with the dead forests of corn stalks sur-
rounding us and the warm afternoon sun beating down upon us,
the veteran marchers. Prompted by the free cookies, chocolate bars,
potato chips, pop, lemonade, water, do-nuts, and hot dogs that ap-
peared at various checkpoints along the route, hunger was not a
large factor. But as my feet started to ache and the blisters began
to sprout and multiply on the soles of my feet 1 wondered if I
should have prepared more for this seemingly simple effort of thirty
miles. Most other marchers had extra pairs of shoes, heavy duty
socks, and bottles of foot powder, Then .there were those brave
ones who walked in bare feet.
The age level of those in the march was low. Mosi walkers were
teenagers but there were many small folk who participated too. M
was partly due to them that I was determined to finish the walk
If they could run up hills and hop across ditches after having
travelled a long twenty miles then I should be able to march the
thirty miles (somehow). The last four miles were the worst for me.
Training my left foot to follow my right foot, experiencing the
pain of every crack and irregularity in the sidewalk, forgetting
about the awkward responses in my legs, i tried to nonchallantly
pass over the finish line.
Looking back I don't know how I made all the thirty miles. Some-
how many others made it and still were
in shape for the dance
held afterwards. Could it perhaps be that I am not in the top physical
shape that one likes to think he is in? It took me a long time to
crawl from the car to the apartment after the walk.
CUS wins at SFU
BURNABY ("CUP)—The Canad-
ian Union of Students came out
one member larger following the
first of this year's CUS referenda
at Simon Eraser University,
when a meager turn out voted
(September 25) and Friday. 444
students had voted in favor of
CUS, 251 against.
The SFU referendum, heid in
the shadow of the current strike
and teach-in by the university's
political science, sociology and
anthropology department, was
the first in a crucial series which
could make or break CUS by
Christmas.
Referenda will be held a) Car
leton University October 20 and
at the University of Toronto
October 23. which will determine
the union's future one way or the
other.
SFU delegates to the 33rd CUS
congress held this fall at Port
Arthur did not sign the committ-
ment form to the union and thus
SFU will have to rejoin. CI S now
has 13 members, and, with the
addition of approximately 5.600
SFU students, represents ap-
proximately 45.000 students.
When the votes were counted
following balloting Thursday
they were two to one in favor of
rejoining the national union
Cord Staff
Our thanks to
Carman Roberts, Shane Belknap,
John Brundritt, Betsy Porter and
her friend, Danny Haughn, Rolf
Goldstein, Peter Jackson, Gary
Engkent, Jim MacDonald, Bill
Harmon, Bruce Wallace, Jim
McTaggart, and Pat — and also
Dylan Thomas and Laurie Sleith
for keeping us awake.
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Nightly Entertainment
BOBBY CURTOLA
Dining — Draught Beer
GRAND HOTEL
Bridgeport Phoime 744-6368
Little Caesars
Piiza Treat
Delivery
Minutes
15 Minutes
578-7410
103 King St. N., Waterloo
FREE SKIS
with every pair of
purchased and installed by
Tills is your ibi§ chance to try this
great winter sport - almost for nothing.
It's a great Christmas gift idea, too.
FREE COFFEE and DONUTS AIL DM Y!
Riordan's gigantic ski offer starts Friday morning at
9 a.m. and ends Saturday at 6 p.m.
REMEMBER, we're open Friday until 9 p.m.
KING EAST AT SCOTT, KITCHENER 743-4369
Kulture korner
by Don Baxter
I have good news for students
who find they have no outlet for
their creativity in academics. To
begin with I would like to re-
print the following letter from
TEMPO YOUTH THEATRE.
"A couple of evenings a week
we meet. Our aim initially is to
learn
some of the basics of
dramatic form and art. I have
come from out-of-town to be the
group's director and to initiate
some ideas on which we can
start to work and experiment.
DO YOU WRITE? CAN YOU
DIRECT? DO YOU ACT? ARE
YOU A TECHNICAL WHIZ? We
can use your help. YOU DON'T
HAVE ANYTHING TO OFFER
BUT INTEREST? We'd like to
meet you.
If TEMPO is projecting' a
youthful image, then we in
YOUTH THEATRE must be in
the centre of the image. If
JEMPO is the place for some
kind of Youth Theatre summer
festival, then maybe we can initi-
ate this with our work.
INTERESTED? We meet on
Mondays and Thursdays at 7:30
jn the TEMPO STUDIO, 9 Prin-
cess Street, Waterloo.
CHIAROSCURO
WLU s literary magazine is
being revived after deteriorating
steadily for the past three years.
From what I hear John Brick
ap-
pears both enthusiastic and res-
ponsible in the role as editor.
However, to be successful, the
talent and interest must
come
fiom the student body. So if your
bag is photography, sketching,
poetry, prose, or drama, send the
works to the Board of Pubs, of-
fice. or phone 576-8577. Two en-
couraging innovations this year:
all work submitted will be re-
lumed to the authors (something
not done last year).
Also, the editing will be based
on a "seminar" of any interested
students. In this way the Chai.
staff will not be the dominant
contributor—(another characteris-
tic of past performances).
Submit as many art ides as you
wish, as soon as possible, and
the
mag. may measure up this
year—(like, it can t turn out any
worse than last year's excuse).
Another creative blik is VER-
SUS, a form of poetry-workshop-
elub. With names like Morgen-
son and Urdahl connected with
it, the group is bound to be
interesting to
some degree. It is
just being reorganized this year
and I suggest you watch for the
posters for time and place.
rjday, October TO, 1969
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WELCOME BACK TO SCHOOL j
COLLEGE SPORTS
Headquaiteis for Squash Equipment
Racquets — 5 Models as low as $12.00
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COLLEGE SPORTS
(KIT.) LTD.
38 Queen St. S., Kitchener 743-2638
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McGill students considered charges
MONTREAL (CUP'—The Mc-
Gill University students society
may bring charges against the
Quebec Provincial Police and a
local trucking firm in connection
with incidents during a student
border blockade October 1.
Society vice-president Dave
Young said Thursday the soc-
iety's lawyers would be asked to
investigate legal action against
the QPP, who impounded five
buses laden with demonstrators
driving to take part in the na-
tional protest against Thursday's
underground A-blast in the Aleu-
tians, and against a firm whose
vehicle charged through leaflet-
ting demonstrators at the Champ-
lain, N.Y.. border crossing.
The QPP forced demonstrators
—s tudonts. housewives, and
children—to walk the last eight
miles to the crossing, claiming
the buses were not licenced to
transport people "under these
circumstances."
The protestors extended their
planned one-hour demonstration
for three hours, until their trans-
portation was returned.
It's fortunate that it didn't
cause a riot. Young said, adding
that police told him they would
arrest anyone who tried to walk
on the highway. No arrest were
made.,
The transport truck attempted
to crash the student blockade at
the border, sending students
scrambling out of its path.
"It's a wonder five people
weren't killed.'' said an eyewit-
ness.
Ask Asquith
Dear Asquith:
We feel that the situation at French House must be
remedied. We demand the same rights as Women's
Residence, There has been a singular lack of male at-
tention towards our House, and we feel neglected! If
this situation continues, we are most likely to develop
an inferiority complex. Help us!
GiGi and FiFL
Dear GiGi and FiFi:
While the Lady Godiva approach has never produced
consistent results, it has never proved ineffective in
solving problems of this nature. Asquith.
Homecoming gets booze
The Homecoming Committee
has finalized more plans for the
week-end of October 25.
After the Supar Shoppe con-
cert. there will be a pub in the
Dining Hall Mezzanine and a
dance downstairs.
Students vote for their favor-
ite queen on Tuesday, October
21. Student votes count for
twenty-five per cent of the final
evalution.
Queens will be judged Thurs-
day afternoon by Mr. Heaton
from the Cameo Modeling School
in Kitchener, Elaine Cole, Mayor
Meston of Waterloo, a sports
personality, and a member of
the alumni, administration, and
student bodv.
The Elaine Cole Show on Octo-
ber 21 features the queens and
members of the Homecoming
Committee Executive.
Libbie Westland, last year's
WLU queen, will attend the week-
end events and crown the new
queen at the Formal on Satur-
day.
Carleton crowded
OTTAWA (CUP)—Carleton Uni-
versity students, frustrated by
overcrowded classroom condi-
tions. have petitioned the univer-
sity administration to set up a
joint student-faculty-administra-
tion committee to investigate the
problem.
The students called for both
long-range solutions, and ans-
wers which would be immediate-
ly applicable to their present
plight. Short-term response, they
said, should be available by the
end of October; a long-range
committee report by Jan. 15. 1970.
"The. senate has taken no
cognizance of the problem," said
student council president Lorenz
Schmidt, "The only way it would
discuss the problem is if a
bureaucratic, agenda-filling mo-
tion could be introduced.
"I would hope the petition
would be seen by the senate as
a good indication of how much
students are interested in what
happens to them in their classes,"
Cinema Scope
By Jim McTaggart
WHO Kit,LED EASY RIDER?
"Easy Rider" is a tragedy—the great tragedy of American society:
the tragedy of needless or senseless death; the classic fall of its
heroes whose 'flaw' is their uninhibited though not unimpeded
quest (perhaps realization?) of freedom. "Listen man, if you tell
America she's not free she'll start killing and destroying to dis-
prove you!" So says the Southern born alcoholic turned MC renegade
who with Wyatt (Peter Fonda) and Billy (Dennis Hopper) sets out
to flaunt the freedom symbols of shiny bikes, long hair and grass
in the face of the uptight South whose reaction ultimately fits the
prescription.
"Easy Rider" comes down hard on the deep South—the closer
they get to New Orleans, man, the tougher it gets. But the portrayal
of the South in this film perhaps represents a picture of North
America in just a few years time. It's a reasonable extension of the
scene elsewhere in North America taken to its apparent full deve.
lopment: I don't recall Richard Daley as being from the South, or
let's get closer to home; watch closely how so-called "long-haired,
hippy wierdo freaks" are treated in some parts of this province or
this city for that matter.
The American idea of freedom seems to be the privilege (duty?)
to confrom and be respectable. In this light, the sullen equivocal
acting of Fonda, or the sheer banality of Hopper (noboay says
"man!'' like Hopper) seem hardly inadverlant. Even if the viewer
does not accept sincerity, adventure, in short the happy old Western
Homeric quest image, as part of their wandering, he must be on
their side lest he fnid himself a spiritual accomplice of the South-
erners. Perhaps for this reason the viewer finds himself really inter-
ested in Jack Nicholson's admirable performance in which he shows
the most articulate understanding of what is going down.
See "Easy Rider"; and see whose side you're on. That's what the
film is for: it's kinetic and didactic—it wants you to take sides. If
your head's already there you will have no difficulty in seeing
Fonda and Hopper as bona fide heroes: if not, the more you dislike
them the more you should root for them.
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is not Slimmer and Year Round JOBS ABROAD: Get paid, meet pe0....
.... , -
pie. learn a language, travel, enjoy! Nine job categories in more
Winter CurillVQl | than fifteen countries. Foreign language not essential. Send
•
_ j $1.00 for membership and 34-page illustrated JOBS ABROAD
IS nOil magazine, complete with details and applications to International
nminn Society
for Training and Culture, 866 United Nations Plaza, New
flu IHg York, N. Y., a non-profit student membership organization.
UNIVERSITY
CHAPEL SERVICES
Keffer Chapel 10 00 - 10:20 a.m. Monday-Friday
Chapel Speakers for the week of October 14 - 17
October 14 — Dr. Hart Bezner
October 15 — Dr. Ragnar Teigem
October 16 — Miss Anna Mazak
October 17 — Mr. Bill Norman
I
Communion Service — Keffer ClhapeP
Wednesday evenings at 10:00 p.m.
i frn ma wh
FAMOUS FOr CHINESE FOOD AND AMERICAN CUISINE
Licensed Under LCBO Recently Renovated
TAKE OUT ORDERS AND RESERVATIONS
Phone: 742-4488 — 742-4489
Corner Weber and Bridgeport Road
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